A modification of the single radial immunodiffusion potency test (SRD) for rabies vaccines.
In 1983 a WHO collaborative study showed that the single radial immunodiffusion test provided a reliable system for the assay of the glycoprotein content of inactivated rabies vaccines. We have modified the method used in the collaborative study by using round plastic plates with wells arranged in a circle. Potency estimates were made by the multiple slope ratio method and not by single slope estimation procedures adjusted for a common intercept. We carried out a statistical evaluation of the accuracy and reliability of the precipitation area calculation. We confirmed that for the purpose of the potency estimation the area calculations were sufficiently precise in most instances. By analysing the sources of variation for round and for glass plates and by testing the variability of these methods we found that the round plates were as good as the glass plates. The advantage of the round plates was mainly in the ease of their handling: the agarose solution was poured in the plates without the need for a separate mould; an integral moist chamber with these plates was readily available; the precipitation zones were measured easily using a viewer which gave fourfold enlargements and the method required less antiglycoprotein.